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Meeting Agenda 

Steering Committee Meeting 1 | Redstone Park Improvements 

The meeting is scheduled for October 20th, at 4:00 pm at Redstone Park. Please meet us at the park pavilion. The 
entirety of the meeting will take place outside at Redstone Park. In order to follow best practices for social 
distancing we request that all meeting attendees remain six feet apart from anyone outside of their household, 
bring a face covering, and their own camp type chair for the meeting. Additionally, please be prepared with 
warm clothing and footwear as the meeting may be chilly. Open Space and Trails will provide dinner from 
Propaganda Pie - please view the attached PDF or go to www.propagandapie.com and send your menu 
selection (small sub, small pizza, or salad) to jessie.young@pitkincounty.com BY MONDAY the 19th AT NOON. 
We are looking forward to seeing you all at the park. 

Objective: 

To determine a clear direction for the program goals, character and elements of the Redstone Park 
Improvements. These decisions will be guided by the Steering Committee, representing the local community of 
Redstone, and will build on the Redstone Parks and Open Space Management Plan (December 2010). 

Schedule: 

4: 00 – 4:30 PM 4:30 – 5:00 PM 5:00 – 6:00 PM 

Introductions 

Walking Tour of Redstone Park assessing 
existing elements, program, 
functionality and condition of the site. 

Presentation by the project team-
outlining project process, schedule and 
expected outcomes. 

Discussion and determination of 
program goals, desired character and 
park elements. Presentation of next 
steps. 

Meeting Procedures: 

This meeting will establish the goals and character for the improvements of Redstone Park. The park is an 
important community amenity and, as such, we ask meeting attendees to dawn their “community hats,” 
advocating for the needs and wishes of the wider community above personal preferences or opinions. Please 
be courteous and respectful. Allow everyone to voice their opinion, leave time and space for everyone to share, 
and please try not to interrupt when someone else is speaking. We ask for thoughtful engagement and 
participation; listen with an ear to learn, not to respond. The group may not reach consensus, but will agree to 
move forward if there is collective. Finally, if you are speaking with people outside this group including the 
media please ensure your personal viewpoints are clearly distinguished from the Committee’s work. You can 
always redirect media to Open Space staff. 



Topics: 

1. Project Introductions

Pitkin County Open Space and Trails (OST) staff and representatives, design team members from SGM 
Engineering and DHM Design, and Steering Committee members will be given the opportunity to introduce 
themselves, their roles and/or involvement and interest in the improvements for Redstone Park.  

2. Site Tour

Meeting attendees will walk the extents of the park beginning on the south end of the park near the existing 
Playground. The tour will take time to note the existing character, program, elements, features, uses and 
condition of the park. This is an opportunity to begin to discuss and ask questions such as: 

What is valuable? What could be improved? What is absent? What is functioning as expected? What is 
in need of repair and/or replacement? Is the park serving the communities goals and needs?   

The site tour will terminate at the existing pavilion. 

3. Project Overview and Schedule

The project team will present:

• The project schedule
• Expectations of the Steering Committee including opportunities for feedback and information for how

feedback will be incorporated into the final plan
• Final deliverables and expected project outcomes
• Known  opportunities and constraints

4. Overview of 2010 Management Plan and July 2020 Visioning

The goals, objectives and direction for improvements at Redstone Park from the Redstone Parks and Open 
Space Management Plan (December 2010) and July 2020 Visioning session will be presented by the project 
team. It is the goal of the project team to assess whether the direction and objectives identified by those 
previous efforts are still in line with community goals and objectives for the Park. 

5. Discussion of Desired Park Character, Program and Elements

The design team will lead a discussion with the goal of establishing a clear direction for:

• The character of the Park. This includes the overall park aesthetics, sense of place and desired feeling for
the park to evoke.

• The elements/programming and features of the park, such as playgrounds and play equipment,
furnishings, water fountains, and pathways.

• The functional uses and circulation of the park. This will answer the question, how will the park be used?
Examples may be picnicking, play, fishing, events etc.



• The relationship of the park to the river frontage. The relationship of Redstone Park to the Crystal River
and the confluence of Coal Creek is special. This relationship warrants specific discussion because it is
unique and due to the complicated management and development regulatory overlay that exist when
proposing work within a floodway and river corridor.

6. Meeting Wrap Up and Presentation of Next Steps

The project team will briefly summarize the most salient findings of the meeting and present the next steps for 
the project. The first step following the meeting will be for the design team to distribute a  memo to the steering 
committee summarizing the findings of the first meeting and detailing how those findings will inform the 
conceptual plan development.  

Future Meeting Format: 

Group discussion on future meeting format and comfort/feasibility of meeting online via zoom or other 
platform, best times/dates for meetings. If online meetings are not an option, we may need to work on a 
different format that can accommodate public health recommendations. 



Planning and Design Schedule 

TASK 
1. Project Start Up / Visioning

Steering Committee Meeting #1:
Visioning/Strenghts and Weaknesses/Programming/Goals

STEERING 
COMMITTEE
Oct. 20

2. Concept Design Developemnt
Steering Committee Meeting #2:
Review Concept Design and Alternatives. 
Design character discussion - recommend preferred program, 
concept and character

STEERING 
COMMITTEE
Week of Nov. 10

3. Plan Refinement: Plan Revisions / Release Draft Conceptual
Plan  For Public Comment
Public Comment Period 
Presentations to RCA / HPC / Caucus
Steering Committee Meeting #3:
Review public comments and recommend edits to Draft 
Conceptual Plan 

STEERING 
COMMITTEE
Date TBD

4. Construction Plan Development

Steering Committee Meeting #4:
Review Draft Construction Documents
Proposed park design approval

STEERING 
COMMITTEE
Date TBD

Open Space and Trails Board presentation 
OST 
BOARD

5. Develop Final Construction Documents  for bid DESIGN TEAM

DESIGN TEAM

DESIGN 
TEAM

 DESIGN TEAM

     PUBLIC
      RCA & HPC

     DESIGN TEAM
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2010 REDSTONE PARKS AND OPEN SPACE MANAGEMENT PLAN 
SUMMARY 
The Redstone Parks and Open Space Management Plan was adopted in 2010 and included conceptual plans 
for Elk Park, Redstone Park, and Redstone Boulders Open Space. Since then the Elk Park plan has been 
implemented. 

This 2010 Management Plan developed a conceptual plan for Redstone Park as a basis for the final plans which 
require additional analysis, design, and permitting. The plan was developed with the help from a planning 
committee of Redstone residents and consensus was reached on most of the major concepts. 

The full plan can be downloaded at: https://pitkincounty.com/DocumentCenter/View/1075/Redstone-Parks-
and-Open-Space-Management-Plan-PDF 

REDSTONE PARK CONTEXT/USE: Centrally located and heavily used, this park, with its grass, trees 
and open space next to the river has been a favorite gathering place for residents and visitors. Uses include: 
summer concerts, kids playground and swings, access and views of the Crystal River, picnicking, ice skating, 
bathroom stop.

HISTORY: 

In 1905 the Crystal River Railroad traveled from Carbondale to Redstone, with the Redstone Spur running 
behind the houses next to the river, eventually onto Redstone Park where the track curved to proceed in front 
of the remaining buildings to the end of the line at the company store. There were never any houses built on 
this site.

In the seventies, a threat of development prompted the county to buy this parcel and in 1974 a patron 
donated funds for a two-week public works project to build Redstone Park. In the early eighties, Coal Basin’s 
original Lamphouse was brought to the park to serve as the museum and the bathrooms were built then, as 
well. The Meredith parcel was added in 2009.

VISION FOR ALL OF REDSTONE'S PARKS AND OPEN SPACES 
• Maintain the Culture, History and Character of Redstone - though improvements are warranted, all

improvements will enhance the entire community and not change the character and culture of Redstone
• Accessibility - welcomes visitor and residents
• Ecology - Sustainable design, enhancing riparian and wildlife habitat, and improving river function to

control flooding and enhance water quality were major themes that guided the conceptual designs for
each property.

• Economy - The scenic beauty of the Crystal River Valley is a major draw for visitors. Providing places for
visitors to recreate and to learn about Redstone. Attracting more visitors while providing current and future
residents with places to recreate and gather is critical to the future of Redstone.
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REDSTONE PARK THEMES AND KEY CONCEPTS (2010): 
• Main Theme: "People are passionate about Redstone Park and don't want to see a large amount of

change. Generally the park is working well in its current state and any future improvements should be
subtle and enhance the existing character"

• Key concepts from the committee include:
» Improved accessibility
» Simplified spaces to reduce “clutter”
» Habitat enhancements and stabilization to the river bank and preserved views to the river and

landscape beyond.

Infrastructure.
The conceptual plan illustrates several new concepts for the park:

• Remove existing picnic structure (Gazebo) and build a larger open air pavilion to meet the needs of the
community, providing a band shell for concerts/gatherings in the park. This will be clustered behind the
existing restroom and museum and not obstruct any views of the river.

• Cluster existing playground equipment to allow a new access and provide better parental viewing. This
area could include more seating around the playground by installing grade beams to retain the slope and
function as an informal seating opportunity.

• Incorporate a Woodland Grove to the north area of the park to provide a shaded area for a future uses,
such as a small theater or open grass area for weddings and picnic gatherings.

• Lighting was discussed on this parcel since there is existing electricity. The planning committee decided that
no lighting is necessary and that the removal of the power pole will improve the aesthetics of this area.

• Riparian improvements to enhance native vegetation and the natural function of the Crystal River.
• Add more dog waste stations at all access points with education signage to start addressing the current dog

waste issue. It was identified in the planning process that dog waste is a problem in Redstone Park and to
provide more dog waste stations at the access points with education signage as to why everyone needs to
pick up the dog poop.

• During final planning explore the possibility of a dog free area on the newly acquired parcel on the north
end of the park.

• With all of these new uses the costs for maintaining the restrooms will be visited annually by the Open
Space Board.

Access
Current access to the park is limited to the area at the restrooms and informally through private property. The 
conceptual plan defines four future access points:

• At the south end of the park an enlarged ADA accessible entry with direct view to the river would be
created to directly connect with the pedestrian bridge to Elk Park. This will allow better pedestrian flow to
Redstone Blvd. and assist with making Elk Park a true parking area and extension of Redstone Park.

• Widen the existing entrance to the playground and future pavilion. Removing the existing Gazebo would
allow a better view of the park and future pavilion from Redstone Blvd.

• Provide improved access by removing existing parking spaces north of the museum. As noted in the
parking section, more parking will be created overall and this area is the largest open area in the park.
Preserving and enlarging the open space while improving access to the river will enhance views and access
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to the river from Redstone Blvd.
• Create access to the new Woodland Grove on the north edge of Redstone Park. This access will open the 

newly acquired Meredith Parcel to pedestrian uses.

Parking
Parking along Redstone Blvd. is one of the biggest issues during the busy summer season. Redstone Park 
currently has approximately 8-10 spaces. The conceptual plan illustrates approximately 16 spaces. This 
increase is small due to the plans for Elk Park to actually capture some of the cars coming into Redstone 
and provide ample parking for visitors to Redstone. The conceptual plan for parking at Redstone Park will go 
through a much more thorough review when the final plans for each area of the park is developed.

No overnight parking will be allowed at Redstone Park.

Natural Resources
The Crystal River is the most important natural resource in Redstone Park. The focus of the park is its direct 
connection to the river. Enhancing the riparian area is a high priority for future improvements to the park. 
Nothing proposed in the Redstone Park Conceptual Plan will limit the future improvement of the riparian area. 
The riparian zone currently in the park does not contain much native vegetation and the structure of the levee 
does not provide easy access to the river (see Figure 1).

The conceptual plans call for riparian improvement and river access zones. The concept of a riparian 
improvement zone is: 

• Areas along the riparian edge that will be restored with low native vegetation.
• River bank stabilizing materials will enhance the native vegetation and will work with the river’s dynamics 

and variable flows.
The concept for a river access zone is:

• Provide physical access to the river.
• Incorporate natural features that provide access to the river and sandy areas when the river level is low.
• Allow the natural river dynamics to function.

There is currently a memorial garden located along the river bank and the conceptual plan allows for this to 
remain and be enhanced so it can be incorporated into future riparian improvements.

Existing trees will be evaluated on an ongoing basis to determine health and safety and opportunities will be 
sought for new trees to be planted with the park.

Trails
Surface material for access corridors, the Woodland Grove and the trail along the river will be determined 
during final plan creation. It is envisioned that all trails will be natural surface with very limited use of hardened 
surfaces like asphalt or concrete. Trails will be composed of pervious materials.

Maintenance
Incorporating the new areas to the park will increase use and maintenance responsibility.

All concepts were designed to limit maintenance needs and the existing grass in the park could be changed 
to a low irrigation sod to reduce maintenance in the future. These concepts will be reviewed during final plan 
completion.
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MEMORIAL POLICY
Limiting memorials to necessary infrastructure and natural vegetation provides opportunities for memorials 
without oversaturating the park. Memorials include picnic tables, benches, plaques, naming properties or 
trails, or any other structures or vegetation that recognizes the memory of a person, group, or event. The 
conceptual plans illustrate potential locations for memorials and a Commemorative Tree Grove is now located 
at Elk Park. Until a final plan for specific locations for memorials in Redstone Park is completed, no new 
memorials will be allowed. 

In the final plans, designs and locations for new picnic tables, benches, and other infrastructure will be 
developed that meet the community desires and provide a memorial opportunity. OST encourages people 
wishing to memorialize people at Redstone and Elk Park to donate living memorials or funds towards 
infrastructure, like the pavilion or depot, riparian improvements, or the creation of new play fields at either 
park once final plans are complete. Memorial recognition will be consistent with the type of memorial. OST 
staff will work with the donors to develop appropriate recognition on the donated memorial. Conceptually, 
plaques could be created listing all the names of the donors for larger infrastructure like the pavilion or depot 
and engraving could be contemplated for benches or picnic tables. 

Existing memorials are identified on the conceptual plans and all will remain through their usable life. A list is 
being developed identifying all of the existing memorials and the condition will be evaluated.
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REDSTONE PARK COMMENTS 2020
An ad was placed in the July, 2020 issue of the 
Crystal Valley Echo and fliers were available at 
Propaganda Pie prompting people to respond to 
the question: "What's your vision for Redstone 
Park." Responses were collected through July 31st 
with a total of 26 responses through email, the 
comment section on the online project page, and 
paper surveys. 

Individual responses are captured below: 

_________________________________________

Among ideas to consider are adding a permanent 
stage for the weekly concerts that have been held 
in Redstone Park every summer for the last 21 
years. An overhead light fixture in the area north 
of the shed and permanent power to the shed 
would greatly benefit the outdoor ice skating rink 
that has operated there during the last 7 winters.

Ronald Phaneuf

____

Hi, my parents donated the Meredith property in 
exchange for a TDR years ago. We are thrilled it is 
enjoyed as a skating rink in the winter. During the 
summer, however, we've been very disappointed 
in its scruffy appearance. My grandparents, who 
bought it in the early 60's, would be sad to see it so badly kept. I hope the next phase of the management plan 
includes appropriate drought-tolerant landscaping and regular maintenance of the site. Thanks so much.

Suzy Meredith-Orr 

____

I was on the steering committee 10 years ago and have been waiting to move along with progress for the Park. 
I would like to see a Pavilion for Music in Park and other activities and electricity to the Structure. We had 
talked about a new entry on the Blvd. side ... to make it more accessible to all.  

• Pavilion with electricity / lighting
• new picnic tables
• take down / remove wooden structure to make new accessible entry along playground
• level the grassy area
• bulletin board for events
• left hand turn lane to access elk park parking and safety turn into the south bridge

Lisa Wagner

____
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Please keep the Meredith parcel at the north end of the park mowed and looking as though someone cares 
about how it appears. Thank you.

Larry Meredith (former owner of the parcel)

____

As I read the Crystal Valley Echo, I see you blatantly placed the boundary of the park way onto my property 
(Tiffany of Redstone). WRONG!! You’ve circled an evergreen tree that’s on my property. Very uncool. Either you 
correct this immediately or I will have my attorney file a formal complaint.

Regards, Craig C. Stifter

____

Redstone Park is a simple sweet well loved Place here in downtown Redstone. This afternoon there were two 
families of this springs’ geese, incl the growing babies. A few sitting on the marble bench looking at the Crystal 
River. My husband and I walk the park with our dog (on leash) 7 days a week. I feel at home in both parks.

No lights please in either park is perfect. Pristine river is perfect. The large Elk Park already done has the field, 
horseshoes, Redstone Park is so sweet - already has playground. Gazebo is old but a too much larger one 
likely increases numbers of people and trash. If any new benches my preference is not like elk park. Meredith 
property is a sweet ice rink but summertime is nothing. Maybe a couple picnic tables (easily turned over for 
winter), no lights.

Nancy Chromy

____

I think you should add a water/river park

Amber Mcmahill

____

Fire pit/permanent tables for ice skating rink area. If the flower garden isn’t going to be kept up (the area by 
the river), then fill it in with grass. Sprinklers (??) so the grass doesn’t die.

Crosejaynes@gmail.com

___

I would like to make sure that the discussion/planning includes a dumpster location/enclosure as part of the 
final solution.  Not so glamorous, but something we have been trying to get done for a while.

Any other structures, or significant interventions should get a sign off from the HPC.  Probably to keep the 
peace, a general review and sign off on the final plan from HPC would be appreciated, so please add that to 
your process.  Thanks!

Suzannah Reid. Pitkin County Historic Preservation Officer

___

Please leave the park alone. This small community has a very quiet, quaint, serene atmosphere that shouldn't 
be altered for this small community. It already has a charming comfort for everyone. It doesn't need to be 
changed to suit any big city minded individuals. Just leave it alone!

rshrdn@earthlink.net

----
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I think a bandstand near the pavilion shown in the photo, but farther north by the tree in the picture, which 
may have been taken down would be an addition much used in the summer.

A platform of about 12 feet square, 18 inches high with a single step, perhaps all the way around the periphery 
would be grand for summer concerts, and picnickers. Covered.

Given slope, I would leave or use as part of the expanded platform the existing Pavilion, which is also used 
regularly by folks who like covered eating space or to shelter from rain.

Thanks, Mark Hilberman

___

It might be time to assist those that are interested in starting a community garden/greenhouse.  With the 
reoccurring rock slides, mud slides, snow slides, and any possibly of the Crystal River flooding knocking out 
bridges the small amount village residents can easily become stranded.  Long time resident Jessica Grentner 
has some great ideas.  And if the ice skating rink could become multi purpose say with lighting someone (can't 
remember names) has made a suggestion of basketball hoops/ court.  Yes it would be nice to volunteer for 
these ideas. 

Kathy Enman 

__

I spoke a few years ago to Lindsey about a Frisbee Golf course on the open space behind the stables in 
Redstone. It is not the Park you are addressing now but I think it is a great time to reconsider the idea as it 
would really add to the outdoor activities offered here for people of all ages. I have been discussing it for years 
with business owners who seem supportive and would purchase the baskets for advertising.

I have gathered information that I can share with you if interested.

Please keep me in the loop. Sincerely,

Becky Trembley 

__

• More shavings for the playground/swing set (some were added this year, but it doesn’t cover the entire 
area)

• Extra outlets available for events and community lighting during the holidays
• Permanent [flood] lighting in the "Meredith parcel” for our winter skating rink
• Some sort of summer use for the “Meredith parcel” (so lights could be used year-round), like a sand volley 

ball court that the skating rink linger could go over during winter use.
• Several cottonwoods have been removed this year (and they needed to go), but replanting trees for more 

shade!
Thank you, thank you for all OST is doing for our community!!!!!!  Gentrye

___

Possible to have a drinking fountain/bottle refill fountain by the restrooms - anonymous 

___

A mini frisbee/disc golf course  / basketball court   - anonymous

___

Skate Park - Connor Richmond
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___

Swimming Pool - anonymous 

___

Basketball court - anonymous 

___

Basketball court - anonymous

___

Basketball that can be used for ice rink in the winter, nothing else  - Ryan Wolfe

___

Hot air balloon - anonymous

___

To have bigger slides and to have the swings in the shade / rock climbing wall  - anonymous 

___

As members of the Meredith Family, we feel to honor Larry's parents who owned the property originally, the 
Meredith Parcel should continue to be used in the wintertime with the ice rink. It should be maintained in the 
summer with regular OST maintenance and to add a couple of picnic tables plus a trash container. Thank you. 

- Meredithlk@yahoo.com 

___

Better stairs to the side of the playground 

A couple of covered picnic areas near the river

- Phyllis Parkhurst 

___

I like the park the way it is - we especially don't want a structure placed by the parking lot since it would 
impede our view of the park and trees (from our porch). The pavilion should remain by the playground and 
restrooms. It's great to have a skating pond where it is in the winter. 

- Kathy Gibbons 
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PHOTO 1: View from the north property line of the park, looking 
south over the ice rink area 

PHOTO 2: Looking south along the levee from the north property 
line

PHOTO 3: Storage garage

PHOTO 4: Looking south along boulevard from the storage shed PHOTO 5: Open lawn area north of the museum PHOTO SERIES 1: Ice rink and shed in winter
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PANORAMIC VIEW OF PARK EDGE FROM GENERAL STORE PARKING

PANORAMIC VIEW OF SOUTH EAST PARK EDGE
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PHOTO 6: View of playground and structures along boulevard PHOTO 7: Main park entry with playground, memorial, pavilion, 
and parking

PHOTO 8: Preserve America sign

PHOTO 9: GOCO sign at Park entry
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PHOTO 10: Park entrance near play 
structure. View from park. 

PHOTO 11: Park entrance, steps, pavilion, sanitation furnishings, 
and monument. 

PLAY STRUCTURE AND ENTRANCE AND LEVEE

PHOTO 12: Play structure and slide PHOTO 13: Swingset PHOTO 14: Swingset
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PHOTO 15: Steps to levee, marble picnic table, wood bench PHOTO 16: View of levee with site furnishings and pavilion PHOTO 17: Looking north through the park from pedestrian 
bridge approach at south end of park

PHOTO 18: Sidewalk at Tiffany’s and pedestrian bridge approach PHOTO 19: Gravel pedestrian bridge approach and trout sculpture PHOTO 20: Looking south from main entry steps PHOTO 21: Dee & Leonard Short me-
morial at main park entry
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VIEW OF SOUTHERN RIVER ACCESS POINT, MEMORIAL GARDEN, AND RIVER 
BANK CONDITION FROM PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE
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PHOTO 22: River front access trail PHOTO 23: Downriver view PHOTO 24: Pedestrian bridge

PHOTO 25: Riverfront access trail PHOTO 26: Riverfront access steps PHOTO 27: River access at main Park entry
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PHOTO 28: Looking north along levee at main entry PHOTO 29: Park pavilion and seating PHOTO 30 - 32: Character of river edge and levee retention

PHOTO 33: Seating and park furnishings, north lawn
SEATING AND PARK FURNISHINGS, NORTH LAWN WITH VIEWS TO PARKING AREA AND DOWNSTREAM

PHOTO 34: Wood bench and existing vegetation, north end of park
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